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INTRODUCTION 
On a domain 0 c I?’ we consider the Dirichlet problem for a quasi-linear 
elliptic equation of order 2m, 
D”(u) = 0 in 6Y2 for all lal<m- 1, 
where A(u) := ClalGm (-1)‘“’ D”(A,(x, u,..., D*(u))) is a monotone operator 
or at least strict monotone in its highest-order terms, and its growth exceeds 
a linear one. We ask for further conditions on A and f under which a 
sequence {un}FEi of Galerkin solutions does converge to a weak solution 
of (*). 
It turns out that it is sufficient to prove two properties for the sequence 
{A(u,)}~=i . These properties are, e.g., a consequence of two conditions on A 
introduced by Browder in [2] for strongly nonlinear operators of lower 
order. Further if A satisfies the conditions under which it is shown, e.g., by 
Leray and Lions in [lo] and Browder in [3], that A is a pseudomonotone 
mapping from w’“(Q) on its dual, or if A satisfies conditions under which 
it is shown by Gossez in [4,5] that A is a pseudomonotone mapping with 
respect o complementary systems of Sobolev-Grlicz spaces, these properties 
can be verified. Contrary to [8] we do not require that there is a function F 
such that (a/&&J F = A a for ] a ] < m or ] a ] = m, respectively, and we do not 
assume R to be bounded. 
Notations and Definition of the Weak Solution 
Let us first introduce some notations which we use throughout his note: 
With Dk(u) we denote the s,-tuple of all partial derivatives D”(u) := 
p’/(&,)al . . (%x,,,)@~ of order k, and D”*“(U) := (u,..., D’(U)), D(u) := 
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D(OVm)(~), <, is the component of the vector <E R’ standing for the partial 
derivative D”(U), < = (Q [) with q, = I& for 1 al < m - 1 and [, = <, for 
1 a I= m, hence q E I+‘+‘) and <E RSm with 
m-1 
S(O,rn- 1) = r Sk, s = s, + S,o,mm,). 
k:O 
H:*‘(Q) is as usual the closure of CT(Q) with respect to the norm 
li4;,1 =L z,a,gm ID”(u)1 dx. For K E N let I2, := (x E fl I 1x1 < K), then 
H,,b,(fJ,) is the closure of 
C&(Q,) := {U E P(Q,) I XE C:(Q) such that r&, = U) 
with respect o the norm I/ u[It:, , 
R(n) := (u: R -+ R; u IRX E H,“($,(Q,) for all K E N }, 
Y(0) := {u: R + R; Ulo, E L’(R,) for all K E R\1}. 
Let@ R++F?+= [0, co) be a convex function with 
4(O) = 0, 40) > 0 fi!l_,a if t > 0, and t 
if t-tco; (1) 
then we define the set W:(Q) of functions u on R by 
q(Q)= ulD”(u)E~(a)forall(al~mandi d(lDul)dx< co . 
I -n I 
For elements U, t’ E R(Q), f E L’(n) we use the notation 
V(u), u) := \ 1 A,(x, D(u)) D”(u) d-x, (.m=i f udx, 
-0 IalGm -0 
if the integrals on the right-hand side do exist. 
Further we denote with “-+” respectively “-” the strong (s) respectively 
weak (w) convergence in Banach spaces. For constants and nonnegative L’- 
functions occurring in the estimates below we write C and n(x), respectively, 
without indices if we do not refer to them in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 1. A function u. is called a weak solution of 
A(u) =f, 
(*I 
D”(u) = 0 in af2 for all cz with /aI <m- 1. 
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if u,, is an element of H!*‘(Q) in the case where B is bounded, or an element 
of Z(Q) n q(f2) for a 4 satisfying (1) if R is unbounded and 
(i) ,4,(x, D(u,)) E Y(Q) for all a with (a) < m; 
(ii) @(no), v) = (f, u) for all u E C?(Q). 
1. SOME LEMMAS FOR THE SEQUENCE OF GALERKIN SOLUTIONS 
Let us first state our general assumptions on A: 
(A,) 0) A&, t): fi x IRS + R satisfies the Caratheodory condition, i.e., 
A,(., l) is measurable for all c E R” and A,(x, .) is continuous for almost all 
x E R. 
(ii) There is a function x(x) E P(R) and a nondecreasing function .9: 
R++iR+ such that 
IA,&, 01 <x(x) WItI), for all <E IRS a.e. in a. 
(A,) Let I( be a continuous nondecreasing function 7~: IG + + Rt with 
z(t)-+ co if f-+ co and A(x)EL’(n); then 
c A&, 4 . L > ItI 44) -n(x), for all r E IF?’ a.e. in 0. 
lal<m 
(4) c,a, <m (A,(x, <) - A,(x, f))(<, - t&) > 0, for all r, CE IR’ a.e. in 
0, 
6%) Clul =,,, (A,@, rl, 0 -&(x3 v, p>><C, - c> > 0 ifl C z e for all 
VER S’“.m-“, (, [E F?‘” a.e. in 0. 
(fl) ForfE L’(R) there exists 0, 0 < 0 < 1 and a constant K, such that 
(A u) <K, + 0 jn n(fD(u)() (D(u)l dx for all u E C?(0). 
Remarks. (1) The first condition is needed to know that 
A,(x, D(U)) E L’(0) for u E C;(n). The growth condition (A,) stands for 
the ellipticity condition in the linear theory, while (A3), (A;), respectively, 
are the usual monotonicity conditions for quasilinear elliptic equations. 
(2) In the case Q is bounded we may assume 
(4) Cb, <m A,(-~,II,~)~,~I~I~~(I~~)-/~(x) with K and A 
analogously to (A,). 
(3) Instead of fE L’(R) we may assume that f is a linear continuous 
functional on C:(Q) if C;(n) is equipped with the Cm-norm such that the 
estimation of (f,) holds. 
DEFINITION 2. For x(t) of (A,) we define $(I) := jb n(r) dr. 
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Mind that #(t) satisfies (1) and #(I) Q x(t) . t. 
Now we determine the finite dimensional subspace in which we consider 
the Galerkin solutions. For that we choose a sequence {o,]~, c C?(Q) 
such that for every o E C~(s2,) there is a subsequence {&,},“=, c {Wj),~, 
with {Gj},TL c Cr(a,) such that (3i + v in the P-norm, which is always 
possible. 
With this sequence we make the following 
DEFINITION 3. Let V, := span{o,,..., w,); then u,, E V,, is called a 
Galerkin solution of (*) in V,, iff 
tAt%A 0) = tf, v) for all u E V,. 
The existence theory is based now on two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let V be a vector-space of finite dimension and A: V + V’ a 
continuous mapping with 
IMu>, u>l tI141J1 -+ * if ll~llY+ 00; 
then A is subjective. 
The lemma is well known and easy to prove with the index of mapping as 
defined by Heinz in [6]. Another proof using Brouwder’s fixpoint theorem 
may be found in [ 11. 
Because of Lemma 1 of [8] we know, therefore, by (AJ that in each V, a 
Galerkin solution u, does exist. Thus we get a sequence (u,,)z=, of Galerkin 
solutions. 
LEMMA 2. For uO EZ’(J~)~ T:(Q) let there exist a subsequence 
(uk}rl, of {u,,}F=,, with u,E V,,,, such that 
and 
uk - uO in H$&(ak) (2) 
A&, D(“k)) - A&, D(Uo)) 
rhen u. is a weak solution of (*). 
in L ‘(Qk) for all K E N ; (3) 
Proof. First let u E U,“=, V. = U,“, Vnqk) ; then there exists a k, E N 
and a K, E N such that supp v c a,<, and for all k > k,, 
tf, v) = (A@,), v) = j s A&, D(h)) D”(u) dx =: (A@,), &+, a.,, lal<m 
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hence 
Now for an arbitrary v E C:(a) there also exists a K, E N with 
supp v c RKI, and a sequence (v~}~= r with vk E V,,,, , supp vk c a,( for all k 
and vk + v with respect o the Cm@?,+)-norm. Therefore 
(f, v) = F+z (f, V,&,, = ;z (A@,), vk),,+ = (A(u,), ‘), 
which proves the lemma. 
To prove (2) we only need conditions (A,) and (AZ): 
LEMMA 3. Let A(u) andfE L’(.Q) satisfy (A,), (AZ) and (f,), respec- 
tively. Then for the sequence {u,,}:! , of Galerkin solutions (I D”(u,)l }r= I is 
equi-integrable in R, for all K E N and 
Further, there exist U, E Z(Q) n W:(Sa) and a subsequence of {u, }z!, 
denoting it (u,}T= r again, such that for all K E N: II,,- u. in H$#I,) and 
w%l) - ~“o+J in L’(fI,) for all ]a] Qm. For (a] <m- 1: 
D”(u,) -t D”(u,) a.e. in Q. 
Proof: Because of 
- I 4x1 dx + 4IWnN I%J n I R 
we get 
and 
with C, not depending on n. 
By (1) and (2) ]D”(u,)] is equi-integrable in 0, for all a with Ia] Q m; cf. 
[8, Proof of Lemma 21. 
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Thus for each K E N there is a subsequence (u:}~=:=, and a function 
u” E H,“c&(R,) such that 
D”(u;) - D”(u”) in L’(f2,), for all a with 1 a[ < m, 
u", - UK in H$@!,), for n + 00. 
We may assume that {u;):=, 3 {U G+’ }z= I ; thus by the diagonal process we 
find a function u0 E nz=, H”*‘(Q,) and a subsequence which we denote 
(u,,}::, again with u, - u0 in H”‘*‘(R,) for every K E IN. Since there are &, 
with R, c Q, and ,D(Q\U Fe, a,) = 0 such that a6 is smooth enough for the 
Sobolev theorems to hold, Plea + D”(uo)lfix in L’(fi,) for (al < m - 1. 
By a further diagonal process like the one above we get 
Yu,) + w%) a.e. in R for la] <m - 1. 
In order to prove u,, E Z~(Q) we consider u, as an element of the B- 
space n,a, <,, L’(f2,) for every K E N and find there a sequence of convex 
cot-$nations (u’,}F=, of (u,,}z=,: i.e., C,:: CX!!:L,U, w~u,, with 
n noCvj IV; = 1, w; > 0, such that D”(u,) -+ D”(u,) m L (Q,). We thus can 
select a sequence of convex combinations {u’,)~=, such that D”(u’,) + D”(u,) 
in L’(Q,) for all K E N, 1011 < m and find a subsequence denoting it { u’,.}~=, 
again with D”(z7,) + D”(u,) a.e. in R. But 
by (4) and Jensen’s inequality. This implies u,, E ?Yt(f2) because of Fatou’s 
lemma, which completes the proof. 
With Lemma 3 we have verified the first part of the assumption of 
Lemma 2. To get the existence of a weak solution it remains to show (3). In 
the next section we introduce conditions under which this is possible. 
2. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
For (A(u,)}~=~, the first property we have to prove is that, at least for a 
subsequence, {A,(x, D(u,,))}~=, converges weakly in L’(f2,) for all a with 
) a 1 < m and K E N, which is equivalent o 
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i IA,(x, D(u,))~ dx < c for all n E N, 
(52,) *a, 
i A,(& D(u,)) dx + 0 uniformly in n if p(Q,) + 0, R, c Q,. -aa 
A condition on A(u) under which we are able to verify this property is 
Here F stands for the components of l which really occur in A,. 
Remark. It is not hard to see that (A4) implies (y,) if (A(#,), u,) is 
bounded; cf. [S, p. 11; 2, p. 2771. We even get ~naIAll(x,D(u,))ldx+O 
uniformly. 
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of (?,‘I> and the preceding 
lemmas: 
LEMMA 4. If A satisfies conditions (A,), (A,) and {A(u,){~=, satisfies 
(q) then there is for every a with 1 a I < m a function g, E P(Q) such that 
for a further subsequence (u,,}F= , 
(i) A,(x, D(u,)) - g, in L’(R,) for all K E N. 
(ii) There is a sequence of sefs {L?,};io=, with &2\U,,k~,) = 0 such 
ha x(x), g,(x), (Wq-,))(x) E Lma(~,) for all a with I al < m, x(x) of (A,), 
and D”(u,) + D”(u,) uniformly in 0, for all Ial < m - 1. 
The second condition we need for the sequences (A,(D(u,))}p=, is 
(.YJ For the sequence {u,);=, and the sets (fi,}z, of Lemma 4 
lim sup 
I c ( g, - A,(xv W,))) Wun) dx G E/ n nlor lal<m 
with E,+ 0, if l+oo. 
A condition on A(u) under which we are able to prove (gz) is 
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(A,) x A,tx,OC<C~ c &tx,O.t,+ c A,(x,t’>.rb+W Inl Cm Inl<m lol<m 
with n(x) E L’(0) for all c, c E I?“; 
this we will do in Example 3 of the next section. 
With property (Y2) for the sequence (A(u,)}z!, we get the existence of a 
weak solution of (*): 
THEOREM 1. Let A(u) satisfy (A,) and (A,) or (A;). Iffor the sequence 
of Galerkin solutions {u,,)~~, and for u,, the assertions of Lemmas 3 and 4 
hold, and for (A(u,)}~~, condition (Fz) holds, then u,, is a weak solution 
of (*)* 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 10 in Example III we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Zff satisfies (f,) and A(u) conditions (A,,, (A,), (Ad), (A5) 
and one of the monotonicity conditions (A3) or (A’,) then there exists a weak 
solution of (*). 
To prove Theorem 1 it remains to show that g, =,4,(x, D(u,)). We do 
this in the lemmas below. There we need 
DEFINITION 4. For elements h, u E nla,<,, (U(a)), and B’ c J2 we 
define [h, vln,= Jar CIaI + (h), (o), dx if the integral does exist, further 
g, d(u), dtu + 0) E l3,a.I <m CW9) by tg>, :=g,, w-b)), := 
A,(x, D(U)) and (&‘(u + v)), := A,(x, D(U) + V) for u E R(Q) and 
v E rI,a, ‘rn ww)). 
LEMMA 5. Let A satisfy condition (A,) and {.C?,};“=, be the sequence of 
sets of Lemma 4; suppose further that for all v E n ,a, G m (La(Q,)) 
[~(~,++wl,,>,o. (6) 
Then A,(x, D(u,)) = g, for all Ial < m. 
Remark. Lemma 5 is related to Lemma 1, p. 19 of [ 11, but we cannot 
use this since we do not know a priori that U, E D(A). 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let us define u E nlolCrn L=(R) by 
@),L, := -skn@,(x, ~(%J)ln,- galR,h (v), = 0, otherwise. 
From our assumption we know that [-M’(u,, + tv) - g, v],, > 0 for all 
1 > t 2 0. Since (A,(& D(u,) + tv)l IR, Q X(X) g(ess sup,,,,(l Wdl + 1)) G 
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C(I) and A,(x, D(u,) + tv) + ,4,(x, D(U,)) a.e. we conclude by the Lebesgue 
domination theorem [&(uJ - g, v],, > 0, implying 
IA&, WON - &I In, = 09 
which proves Lemma 5 since ,u(G\Ulenr Q,) = 0. 
To get a criterion for determining whether g, = A,(x, D(u,)) if A satisfies 
(A;) we need 
LEMMA 6. Let A,(x, r) satisfy conditions (A,) and (A;). Zffor (qk}& c 
~s,o,m-*,. , (&Jr=, , {c}p= L c RSm, we have qk + q in RS’o.m-“, [k + [ in lRSm and 
Clol=m (4(x9 vkv Ck) --A&G vk, ~k>><Ck., -tk.,)-O for k+ a then 
(&}p=, is bounded in lRSm and ck-+ 6 
ProoJ For a strictly monotone mapping A : IRS’” --t IA’“, (A ([) - A(& 
[ - 0 > 0 if [ # c and (-, . ) is the inner product of Rsm. We define for 
r’,r”E msm, r’#r” a function d(C, c): I?+ -+ lR+ by A(C, (“)(t) := 
(A(t(r - C) + c) - A(c), t((? - r;l)). K(C, c)(t) is strictly increasing in t: 
For t > rwe have 
WV r”)(t) 
= ‘_ (A(t(l;” - r’) + C) - A(?(C - r’) + r’), (1 - i-)(r” - r’)) 
t-t 
+~(A(i(5”--C)+r’)+A(r’),i(5”-r’)) 
> m r;ll><o, 
since (A(t(c-c)+c)-A(f(c-C)+C),(t-f)(c-c))>O. Now if 
([k}~Eo=l is unbounded we may assume for a subsequence that Irk - lkI > 1 for 
all k > k, and for a further subsequence that 
Kk - GIlI Ck - G I + rz 0; 
on the other hand we have by the assumption of the lemma 
=(A(x,rl.e+f>-A(x,rl,f),Q+e-n. 
Since A is strictly monotone we conclude [= 0. which contradicts c# 0; 
therefore (~k}~z, is bounded. 
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For every accumulation point r” of (&}F=, we have with c:= r” + [ 
(A(x,rl,r)-A(x,rl,~,r’-~)=O; thus <=[ and [,-[ not only for a 
subsequence but also for the original sequence. Q.E.D. 
With Lemma 6 we prove 
LEMMA 7. Assume that Lemma 4 and (A;) hold. If 
lim sup . 
” -R, ,=& (A&, I-%)) -A,@, D(“+‘)(~n)~ D”@o))) I 
P”o4 - Wuo)) < E/ (7) 
with E, + 0, if I+ 00, then we get for a subsequence D”(u,) + D”(u,) a.e. and 
g, = 4(x, D(u,)) at. 
Proof: We define 
A&, 0 = 0 if XE a\J2, 
= A&, 0 if xER,. 
Then there is a subsequence {u,);“=, c (u,,}~=, such that by (7) 
c ,,,<,A~(x,D(u,))-A~,(x,D (ovm-l)(~l), Dm(u,))(Da(u,) - D*(uO)) -+ 0 in 
L’(0) if I-+ co since this is always a non-negative function. For a further 
subsequence this convergence is also true a.e. Denoting this subsequence 
with (Us}:=, again the first assertion follows because of Lemma 6 and 
,@\U,,,,, 0,) = 0. Condition (A,) now implies A,(x, D(Q) + A,(x, D(Q) 
a.e.; therefore A,(x, D(uJ)ja, = g, Jo,. Since p(fl\UKERIO,J = 0 this proves 
Lemma 7. 
By Lemmas 6 and 7 it remains to show (6) or (7), respectively, to prove 
the theorem; we do this in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 8. Let A(u) satisfy (AS); suppose further that (g2), Lemmas 3 
and 4 hold. Then, for u E n,=,<,, (L”O(l2)) with supp u co, for 
12 h)(u) < 00, 
Proof. First we note that (A(u,), uJ < C and (A(u,), u,) = [g, un]o 
since (u,}z= , is a sequence of Galerkin solutions 
A&, D(u,) + dl,, E L‘VV7 -%(x7 W,&, - g, In, inL’V4). 
Therefore for u E n, a, <m Lm(R) with supp u E Q, for I> I,(u) < co we get 
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for all I > I,(V) and u,. = U, for v = n. 
But 
lim [~d(UO + U) - g, u + u, - ulx]n, L’-cf 
> lim inf [,&(UO + 0) - -d(U,.>, 0 + u, - u,.]~, 
1, 
+ limL,inf [+(uc) - g. -U,,]Q, 
> lim inf [J(uO + 0) - -d(U,), 2~ + UO - U,.]C~, I’ 
+ [d(uo + o), u, - u~]~, + lim inf [~(d UO - hlfh I’ 
+ lim inf [ g - d(U,.), U,,]Q, L, 
> [Ld(UO + u), u, - UOIR, +1 g9 un - uoln, 
+ lim”inf ([ g, u,] - (A(u,), u,)) + lim inf[d(u,) - g, U,],\n, 
> [-d(uo + v), u, - Uoln, + [g, u, - uoln, - El’ 
Hence 
[d(u, + u) - g, VI > -1 for all 1>1,, 
which proves the lemma. In the case A(u,) satisfies (A;) the following 
lemma proves our theorem. 
LEMMA 9. Let us assume again that (F2), Lemmas 3 and 4 hold. If A 
satisfies (A;); then 
lim sup r . 
J (A,(x, D(u,)) - A,(x, D(“*m-“(~,), D’“(uo))) n ,zm R, 
(II” - D”(u,)) o!u < El. 
In the proof of Lemma 9 we use 
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PROPOSITION 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 9 
lim \ ‘r‘ A,(~, pm- 1) 
n-m ‘0, ,eEm 
@A D*@o)) Wu,) dx 
= lim . 
1 
y AJX, D(O.m-I) 
n-m RI ILlEm 
(4, D*(uo)) . D”@o) dx. 
Proof The last equality holds because of 
IA,(x, D’“*m -I’ (%I), D%o))l <x(x) ~(I(D(“~m-“(~,), Drn(u,))l) < CU) 
and 
A,(X, D(O-‘) 04A Dm(uo)) -+A&, W,)) a.e., 
since Da(u,) + D”(u,) uniformly in 0, for ] a] < m - 1. To verify the first 
equality mind that in Q, 
IA,(X, D’O-” &I)7 D”(uo)) D”@,) -4(x9 Wo)) Wuo)l 
< c (D”(u,)l + c. 
On the other hand because of (A,) and Egorov’s theorem we find for E > 0, 
R, c Q, such that &2,\QJ < E and 
A,(x, D’“*m-‘) (4A D”@o)) --) A&9 Wo)) uniformly in R,; 
thus 
lim . 
I j 
A,&, D (ohm-“, D”(u,)) D”(u,) tl-CX o.wn, R,) 
-Lb, Wo)) W&J dx 
<o+c.sup. 
J 
(D”(u,)( dx --) 0 if E + 0. n cJ/$l, 
Thus the Proposition holds. 
Proof of Lemma 9. First we note that again lim,,, [g, u, - u,],, = 
lim,,,[ g - &‘(u,), uOIR, = 0 and lim,,, ((A(u,), u,) - [ g, u,]) = 0. Further 
lim . 
J 
--Y- A,(x, D(u,))(D”(u,) - D”(u,)) dx = 0 
n-02 RI IOlzr- I 
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by means of the uniform convergence of D”(u,) for 1 a I< m - 1 on n,. Thus 
lim sup 
I c [4&, D&J) -A&, D(“~m-‘)(U”), quo))] n Of la(=rn 
P(U”) - Wuo)) dx 
= lim sup I x A&, W,)) (Wu,) - Wuo)! dx n Q/ lal<m 
= lim sup 1 s (4(x, W,)) -i&J w4l) h ‘RI lol4rn 
+ II:, ([g9u-UoJn,+ [g-~W9~old n+cc 
< J\$ (VhJ, U”> - [ gv 4) 
+ lim sup n 1% R,,o, ,=;, [g, - 4&v W,))l WurJ dx G ~1. 
Q.E.D. 
Now the proof of the theorem is complete in the case of (A,) by Lemmas 
5 and 8 and in the case of (A;) by Lemmas 6, 7 and 9. 
Remark. Lemmas 8 and 9 remain true if we only know 
= lim sup lim 
n ( J “-m 
E A,@, W4) DYu,,) --A&, W,J) D”(u,) dx 
0 lal<rn 1 
< 0. 
We may therefore add operators B(u) := ClnlGrn (-1)‘“’ P(B,(x, D(U))) for 
which we are able to prove lim inf,,(lim,.,~(B(u,) - B(u,.), u,)) > 0 and 
B,(x, o(u,))/o, 2 B,(x, D(u,))lo, for all K E N and all a with Ial < m; cf. 
[3, 9, 14). We finish this section with 
COROLLARY 1. By the assumptions of Theorem 1 we get 
K- 
Gm 
A,@. Lqu,)) D”(u,) E L’(R). 
Proof In the case of (A;) we have by Lemma 9 
kT A,(x, D(U,)) . P(u,)+ \’ A,(x. D(u,)) D”(uo) a.e. 
lzn If?Zrn 
Thus by (A,) and Lemma 3 Fatou’s lemma proves the corollary. 
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For the case of (AJ we get by Lemma 3 and (A,) for the sets ff, of 
Lemma 4 a constant C not depending on Q, such that 
C 2 limiup \ T - A,(x, D(u,)) D”(u,) dx. 
-nr lQl<rn 
On the other hand we have 
and by 6%) 
[-or d2, + w+bJ~ 4Jar 2I-~(%)1 I*, + bv4l)~ 4fl,* 
Thus C > in, 2 ,,,G,A,(x,D(u,)). D”(u,)dx for all IE N. Because of (A,) 
Levi’s theorem proves the corollary. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give some examples for which we are able to prove the 
assumptions of Theorem 1. The first two show how to obtain results yielded 
by the theory of monotone operators in Sobolev spaces or in complementary 
systems of Sobolev-Orlicz spaces, respectively. In Example 3 we show that 
(A5) implies (ZQ and therefore prove Theorem 2, while Example 4 is related 
to the example in [S, Remark 21. But since we prove (Yz) and not (A,) we 
may omit there the growth condition (ii) if there is a sequence 
(u,)~=~ c C?(0) such that L’,, -+ U, in H$#,) for all K E N and 
F(D(v,)) + F(D(u,)) in L’(Q) whenever I;‘(D(uO)) E L’(D). For all examples 
we assume that A,@, c) satisfies the Carathtodory condition. The first 
example is due to Leray and Lions [lo] for bounded 0, and to Browder [3] 
for unbounded domains: 
EXAMPLE I. Let (( u((,,,~ := CC,,, ,.,, Jr, [D”(U)]” dx)“’ and H:*“(a) be 
the closure of C%(G) with respect o 11 . i]m.P; then we assume 
(I,) (A,(x,rl,i)l~c[l~~I~~~’ + ICI”-’ +x3(x)1 with P > 1 and x&)E 
LP’(R); p’ = p/(p - 1). 
UJ (A(u), ~>lll~llm.p + 00 if llUllm,P + m for u E GVO 
(I,) There is x4(x) E L’(s)) such that 
With Theorem 1 we prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let fE (H~‘p(Q))*. If A(u) satisfies (I,)-(I,) and one of 
the monotonicity conditions (A,) or (A;), then there exists a weak solution 
u. E H;*P(R) of (*,. 
Remarks. (1) We do not need condition (22) of [lo]. 
(2) (I,) weakens condition (A,) of [3]; cf. Corollary 2 below, also. 
Proof of Theorem 3. First we note that (A,) is satisfied with S(t) = 
C(l tip-’ + 1). With (Iz) it is easy to verify that (A(U), .) is a continuous 
coercive mapping from the finite dimensional vector space V,, into its dual. 
Thus a sequence of Galerkin solutions does exist for which we get by (I,) 
and f E Hr* “(Q) j* 
and therefore by (1,) 
I IA& W,))lp’dx< C. R 
Since Hfvp(f2) and Lp’(Q) are reflexive B-spaces there is an u,, E H,“*p(Q) 
and for all a with ]a1 < m a function g, E Lp(fJ) such that, at least for a 
subsequence, 
and 
&(x3 W,)) - g, in LP’(R). 
Thus we get Lemmas 3 and 4 in an analogous manner and it remains to 
show (.Q: 
,< 1 C I g, I IWdl dx + \ x4(4 dx . Q’,RI lal<rn _ O’,,RI 
< I x,(x) dx + C Q\Or 
but E, + 0 if I+ co, which proves Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 2. (i) Zf A(u) satisfies (A,) then Theorem 3 remains true 
if we omit (13). 
580/39/2 2 
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(ii) If (A\) is valid we may omit (I,) iffor R the Sobolev embedding 
theorems hold. 
Proof: (i) It remains to show 
- x A,@, D(u,,)) D”(u,J dx < &, 
- RJ?, lal<m 
with s/+0, if I+ co. 
By the proof of Theorem 3 we get 
J, := . 
! : I4(x, W,)) Wuo) R RI lUl<rn 
-A&, Wo)) V’“W - WU)l dx 
with E, + 0 if I+ 0, since we integrate over L’(O) functions in either case. 
But 
- 
1 1 A,@, W,,) D”(u,) dx GJ, by (A,). 0 Or Iul<m 
(ii) At least for a further subsequence we get 
<c. x (i, nr lo”w”~) lip Q&I 
InlGm-1 ‘, 
since we may assume that ID”(u,)Jp -+ (D”(u,)l” dx in L’(Q) for la\ < m - 1. 
To show 
-I, *, ,a;m 4(x, D(Q) Da@,) dx GE/, 
we note that 
4,(x, D (“*m - ‘$4, DV,)) + A&, Wo)) in LP’(R). 
(Mind that this convergence is true a.e. for a subsequence; thus we may use 
Vitali’s convergence theorem by (I,)). 
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Now the same argument as in (i) holds. The proof of Corollary 2 is 
therefore complete. 
EXAMPLE II. We consider now a generalization of Example 1 for 
Sobolev-Grlicz spaces due to Gossez [4] in the case of (A,). In the case of 
(A;) it is due to Gossez [4,5] for bounded domains and for some special 
unbounded domains to Mustonen [ 111. 
Let M be a Young function and li;i the complementary Young function to 
M; further, let a, E E,- for 1 a( = m, for la] ( m - 1 element of L,g. 
For non-negative constants c, , cl, (I,, a,, d, , d, we assume 
(III) (i) I4 =m 
b&(-v, 8 ,< a,(x) + c, c M-‘M(c,&) + c, x M--‘M(d&, 
Idl =#I 1a<m-I 
(ii) lcfl<m- 1 
IA&, 01 <qJx) + c, c M-‘W-U,) + c, c fi-‘~(d,~~;). ICil=l?i I&l(m-I 
(112) x (A&, G-b,(x)) C, 2d, c W&L) + 4x1 IQl<rn IQlCrn 
with b(x) E L’(Q), 6, E E&2). 
Remarks. (1) We do not need condition (iv) of [5, Sect. 31. 
(2) We denote with W&“(8) the set of all distributions a, such that there 
are 
P’, EElll for lal(m and (rp, u) = x (cp, D”(u)). 
lol<m 
THEOREM 4. Let f E W&“(Q). IfA satisfies (II ,), (II,) and one of the 
monotonicity conditions (A3) or (A;) then there is a weak solution 
a, E Z(R) n FV’L,W(.f2) of the Dirichlet problem (*). 
Proof: First we note that (II,) is an analogous condition to (A,) and the 
arguments of Sections 1 and 2 remain true replacing (A,) by (II,). Since 
(A(u),u)>d, j x 
R InlCm 
M(d, DO(u)) - 2 I D”(u)1 
&b,(x) 
I 2 I 
- b(x) d.u 
M(d2 D”(u)) dx - C. 
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(A(U), .) is a coercive mapping of V, --) (I’,)*; cf. [8, Lemma I]. Thus a 
sequence of Galerkin solutions (Us}:=, does exist and we may estimate for 
fE W&p2): 
<;’ d, K’ f M(d,D”(u,)) d-x + C 
lczrn -0 
and get 
v . 
J ,ozll R 
M(d, D”(Q) dx ,< C, (9) 
implying 
II W4ll.w < C (10) 
(~,(%A %I) < c. (11) 
Since we use (10) instead of (4) in an analogous manner there is 
u0 E Z(0) n WmL,,,(B) such that Lemma 3 holds. To prove the assertions 
of Lemma 4 we claim that )/A&, D(u,,))~~~ C C. 
Assume first that (A:) is valid; then for JaJ Q m - 1: 
since I~~-‘M(~,D”(u,))((~ Q 1 + .f, M(d,D”(u,)) < C; cf. [7, p. 1451. In 
order to prove this for (a( = m mind that L,@ is the dual space of E,,,; 
cf. [7, p. 1721. Let u” En,,,=,E, be defined by (v”)&=O for a#& and 
(i?), = v; then by (A;), using Youngs inequality, we get 
1 4(x, D(u,)) v dx -0 
< s ‘i‘ 0 l&n A,(x, D&J) D’[u,) dx 
+ i 
y-’ 
62 lciCm 
,4,.(x, D(O.“- ‘) (u,)), (z )) ((: )a - D%,)) dx 
G (a~,), u ) - j ?? 
R ,a%1 
I&(x, D(u,)) D’(u,,)J dx 
2M(c, ; &) + M(d, ; ;) + M(d,D”‘(u,)) dx 
2M(d,D”(u,J) + M(d, ; ;) + M(d, D”(u,,)) dx 1 < C, 
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because of P), vEE, and I, I4h w4b)l . Iw4J h < 
/IA,(x, D(u,))lla. ~~D”(u,&, for IczI< m - 1 by Holder’s inequality for 
Orlicz spaces. Now we can apply the resonance theorem and get 
II4(-% wt))lln G c* (12) 
In the case of (A,) we argue as above for (aI = m. 
Since the Luxemburg norm is an equivalent norm to 11 . II,,, there is a 
constant K, > 0 such that j, M( l/K,, IA,(x, D(u,))l) dw < 1, implying 
IA,(x, D(u,))( to be bounded in L’(0,) and equi-integrable in Q,. Thus we 
have shown (Y,) and Lemma 4 is true at least for a subsequence. 
To show (g2) we prove first that ClalCm j, g, . D*(u,) dx-+ 
c ,(I, (,, In g, D”(u,,) dx. Using the arguments of Lemma 3 we note that 
g, E L,g and by Holder’s inequality for Orlicz spaces g, D”(u,) EL’(a). 
For h, E Err we have lim,,, jn h, D”(u,) dx = jn h, . D”(u,) dx since 
there is a sequence of sets {aj}E, with h,l, E L”(f2j), p(.Ca\lJj,,,flj) = 0, 
lim,,, jo, h, D”(u,) dx = In, h, D*(u,) dx, such that 
i 
h, D”(u,) dx 6 C 11 h, lR,,R, IIw with lR,,,R, = 
0 Ql I 
A9 
5 
~t~e~w~~ 
and I(h, lq\,q,I(~-+ 0; if j+ co, because of the boundedness of 
W”WllMM),“=l and ha E EM. 
Thus there exists a sequence {u^,)~==, E C?(n) such that ClalGrn g, 
~=(~,)~C,a,<mgn.~=t~o) and C,,,~,f,.~=tu^,)~C,,,,,f,~~=(~,) 
in L’(R); cf. [4, Theorem 1.31, and Corollary 3, below. By the definition of 
a sequence u’, e VW with 
v + co. Since u,, is a Galerkin solution 
= lim c- R , , (m fu ~“tu’,) dx J c D 
= lim 1,-, n , , (m g, ~=tu’,> dx 1 x D 
= 
i n ,=gm gu ~=tuo)dx. 
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On the other hand 
lim Jo, 1 g, . Da&) b = 
5 = 
g, . D”(u,) dx; 
n-m Ial <m nr Ial<m 
thus 
limPupIn,,a, ,&II (!!L -&(x7 W,))) W%l) dx 
< I WI/ g, . Da&J fix + lim;w Ilk ln~,lliif~ II~“WllM 
GE, with E,+O if I-+ co, since b,EE,. 
Since we have shown (.!Q now Theorem 1 implies Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 3. (0 Let @‘%W be the 4J.llalJ&~ lllalGm EM) 
closure of Cr(l2) then u. E pLM(D). 
(ii) Ifs2 is bounded and smooth such that the imbedding of W”LM(Q) 
into Wm-‘L,(e) is compact, CJ [4, p. 1921, then Theorem 4 holds with 
conditions (II;) (II;) instead of (II,) (II,), where (II’,) is obtained by (II,) 
replacing in (i) and (ii) the sum C,~lgm-l fi-‘M&rl,) by 
c lil Gm-L li;i-‘M(c,q,) with an arbitrary constant c, > 0. Condition (II;) is 
obtained by (II,) but b, for Ja( < m is assumed to be in L, only. 
(iii) In the case of (A3) we may replace dz in (II,) for every domain R 
by an arbitrary constant c3. 
Remarks. (i) Mind that @‘L,(fi) # H$‘L,(R) [7]. 
(ii) Condition (II’,) is weaker than condition (ii) of [5, p. 4901. 
Proof of Corollary 3. (i) follows from the arguments in the proof 
above. 
(ii) By the compact imbedding of W”‘LM(Q) in W”-‘L,,,(0) there are 
&, E E,G such that 
-i- -4 6, D*(u) dx = v j b, D=(u)dx for all u E FV”L,,,(R): IalCrn n InEm n 
cf. [5, p. 4921. Thus we only have to prove that we can replace (II,) by (II’,). 
It is sufticient to prove that ]]D”(u~)(~,~ < C for (a ( < m implies for (a ( < m 
that j, M(c3P(u,)) dx Q C at least for a subsequence. Therefore we may 
assume for (a] < m that ]ID”(u,) - D”(u,)(~,, -+ 0, if n + co, D”(u,) E E,,, and 
In M(2c,D”(u,)) dx < 00; cf. [7, p. 1651. For n >, n, (c3) and the 
Luxemburg norm ()I (I]&, we have 
III 2c,uw,) - ~“~~o))lll,,, < 4 
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implying 
I 
M(2c,(D”(u,) - DQ(u,))) dx < 1; 
R 
cf. [7, Chap. 3.81. Since M is convex we get 
j 
0 
Wc,~W,)) dr 4 4 1 
n 
J4(2c,W%J) + 4 J M(2c3(w4J - w4J))) c.lh. 
n 
(iii) We show ]]A&, D(u,,))]]~ < C in a manner analogous to the case 
lal=m. 
Thus Corollary 3 is proven. 
EXAMPLE III. We consider now the case A(u) satisfies the two 
conditions introduced by Browder in [2] for strongly nonlinear operators of 
lower order. 
THEOREM 2. Iff satisfies (f,) and A(u) rhe conditions (A,), (A,), (A.& 
(A,) and one of the monotonicity conditions (A,) or (A;), then there exists a 
weak solution of (*). 
To prove Theorem 2 it remains to show that for the sequence {u, }F=, of 
Galerkin solution (.Y*) is valid, but this is shown by 
LEMMA 10. Suppose that Lemmas 3 and 4 hold and that A(u) satisfies 
(A,) and (A,); then there is a function T(x) E L’(0) such that 
c g,(x) .Wu,)W - 2 A&, W,)) . (~“WW <W. Ial <m lal Cm 
ProoJ Considering (I a] < m jA,(x, D(u,))]oX} as an element of the 
product space nlalGrn (L’Q?,)) we find for each 0, a sequence 
n=no(k) 
such that 
I 
nl(k) 
c w,(n, k) 
I 
cc nl(k) 
with c w,(n, k) = 1 and w,(n, k) 20, 
k=l n=%(k) 
n I(k) 
‘T 
n=%(k) 
w,(n, k)A,(x, WnNln,+ &Lx as k+a, 
for all a with la] <m. 
For a subsequence this convergence is valid almost everywhere, thus by a 
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diagonal process we find a sequence of convex combinations uch that with 
wk *- w n -- Kckdn9 4 
ml(k) 
x eL(X~ W,)) + g,(x) a.e. in a. 
n = no(k) 
Defining U, := u,, for v = n and P(x, U, v) := Cla, (,, A,(x, D(U)) 
(D”(v))(x) we get for fixed x E 0 
-s IaErn ( g,(x) -4(x9 W”))W”(~“))(X) 
< n(x) + C limkinf r 
n=%(k) 
wk,P(x, u,,u,) =: T(x). 
Since T(x) > -C n(x) and (A(u,), u,) < C we may apply Fatou’s lemma 
and get T(x) E L’(G). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) For operators of the form C,a,.+,-l (-1)‘“’ 
D”(B,(x, Id,..., D”-‘(u))) Simader [ 121 and Webb [ 141 use the condition 
Comparing this with (A,) note that q and q’ are interchanged. But up to now 
we were not able to prove (Yz) with this condition instead of (A,). 
(ii) If A(u) satisfies (A3) then (q) holds if the function x(x) of (A,) is 
bounded in R: 
For fixed OL let the vector r E IRS be defined by r, = t sign A,(x, D(u,)), 
r6 = 0 for 6 = 0; then, because of (A,), 
IA&, W”))l < f [ c &(x9 Wu,)) D%,) Iril<m 
+ K- A,(x, 5)(5; - D”(u,)) 
Iii-G 1 
for all t > 0. Since 1 A,(x, r)j < C condition (Y,) follows easily. Further, if for 
a constant C’ 
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then (A,) holds. The last condition is true of course if 
sign 
( 
c 4A-G 0 . c 
Ial <m 
) =sign( C 4&C’)-5.). 
loI <m 
EXAMPLE IV. We finish this note with an example for which we are able 
to prove (Fi) but not (AS) in general; cf. [8, p. 15; 141. 
(IV) There is a function F(x, 0: fi x IRS + F? convex and continuously 
differentiable in r for almost all x and measurable in x for all < such that 
(9 F(x, t) 2 F(x, i) - A(x) with za=& if ~?#a, z,=O, and 
F(x, 0) E L’W? m 8 2 x,(x), 
(ii) sign((a/%,) F(x, ~3) = skn(A,(x, <I), 
(iii> x6(x) G Cl,, Gm (a/aT,)F(x,r)r,,<C,C,,,.,A,(x,r).5,, 
(iv) IA&9 r)l< c I(W&J w, r)l, with x5, x6 E L'W. 
(fi) Let !P(f) be the complementary Young-function to 4 from 
Definition 2; then we assumefE w;:(n). 
Mind that d is a Young function if we assume x(O) = 0 without weakening 
condition (A,) thereby. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that f satisfies (fJ and A(u) the conditions (A,), 
(AJ, (IV) and one of the monotonicity conditions (A3) or (A;). 
If for uO EX(Q)nZ~(G!) of Lemma 3 there is a sequence 
(?I~}~=, c Cr(O) such that uk + uO in H,“(&(l2,) for all K E N F(x, D(vk)) -+ 
F(x, W,)) in L'(Q) and jn $(IWuJl) d x is bounded for all a with 1 a I< m, 
then uO is a weak solution of (*). 
Remark. Actually, it is sufficient to know that there is a u > 0 such 
that F(x, uD(u,J) + F(x, ao(uO)), since from u Cla,<,, g, D”(u,) < 
T(x) E L’(a) condition (F*) follows also. The conditions on F under which 
the existence of such a sequence can be proven seem to depend on the shape 
of R decisively; cf. [5 p. 168; 13, 151. 
Proof of Theorem 5. To show (g,) let r be defined as in the Remarks 
following the proof of Lemma 10; then for all t > 0: 
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+ ,GIIm . &(x9 5) . 56 - F(x, O)] 
a 
< f c [ c 
l&l<m 
A,(& 0 r, + A,(x, 5) . ra] + 24x). 
Since (A(u,), u,) is bounded (Yi) follows by (IV(iv)) and it also follows that 
(a/&) F(x, D(u,)) is bounded in L’(Q) and is equi-integrable. Thus there 
are g, and h, E Y(Q) such that, for a subsequence, A (x, D(u,)) - g, and 
wt,) w6 w48 - h, in L’(O,) for all a with Ia] < m and K E N. 
Proving (Q we note first that 
Thus 5, F(x, D(u,)) dx < C. Defining u’,, as in Lemma 3 we obtain 
j F(x, D(u,)) dx = 1 lim F(x, D(u’,.) dx 
0 R 
nl(r,) 
< lim C WE r F(x, W”)) dx < c “-cc n =T( 0, -R 
by Fatou’s lemma and Jensen’s inequality, implying F(x, D(u,)) E L’(Q). 
By (AZ) it is sufficient to show that 
For uk we choose n(k) large enough such that there is tik E Vn,k, satisfying 
lim 
c k-m n 
g, Dn(Gk) dx = !‘“, 1 g, P(t’,J a!~ 
- -0 
Also, since j, #(ID(u dx < C, we may use the arguments of Example 2 by 
(fd: 
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lim (o R-CO C lal<m 
g, . D”(u,) dx = !i (f, u,) = Fi (f, r&) 
= Fix Jn c g, . Do(h) dx; lal<m 
mind that tik E V,,,,, . 
On the other hand 
lim n-oo 
I 
o, g, DUO4 a!~ = lim n~m (,, g, . D=(uk) dx = I,, if, . D”@o) 
since g, E L”(f2,). Thus 
lim sup 
I 
y g, . D”(u,) dx = lim 
n n\nr iaf;m k-a I,,,, ,$,, gn ’ Da(vk)dx* 
But now for fixed x E R there is a convex combination 
CZ20(“, &4,(x, D(Q) such that 
c g,(x) D%)(X) 
lal<m 
Ill(V) 
= lim Y 
u-cc PI=%(“) 
+“I ,a;m (A&v D&J) . (Dp(ud)(x)) = (**)a 
Choosing a subsequence {v’)F=, such that 
we get with 
D%)(x) :=: 0 if A,(& D&J) D”(u,)(-x) < 0 
:=: Da(uk) otherwise 
fll(i3 
(**) ,< lim;up C w: c A&, D&J) (D%)(x), 
n=no(;) lul <m 
rll(i? 
< limaup x 
a a”- 
” = Ilo 
“‘ii ,a;m ay,F(x, DWW (“k)(X)) 
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- W, W,,)) + F(x, D(ud) 1 + l(x) 
- W> + CF(x, WJ) 
< CT(x) + i(x) - CF(x,(D(u,)). 
Now (LQ follows f(x) EL’(R) by Fatou’s lemma an F(x, D(uk)) + 
F(x, D(Q) in L’(G). 
Thus Theorem 5 is proven. 
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